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Abstrat
We have experimentally heked the Jarzynski equality and the Crooks relation [1, 2, 3℄ on
the thermal utuations of a marosopi mehanial osillator in ontat with a heat reservoir.
We found that, independently of the time sale and amplitude of the driving fore, both
relations are satised. These results give redit, at least in the ase of Gaussian utuations,
to the use of these relations in biologial and hemial systems to estimate the free energy
dierene ∆F between two equilibrium states [4, 5℄. An alternative method to estimate ∆F
in isothermal proess is proposed too.
1 Introdution
Many systems in Nature and in tehnologial appliations work out of equilibrium. However, a
preise estimation of the free energy dierene ∆F between two equilibrium states A and B of these
systems is extremely useful to inrease our knowledge of the underlying physial proesses whih
ontrol their dynamial behaviour. It is well known that ∆F an be estimated by perturbing the
system with an external parameter λ and by measuring the workW done to drive the system from
A to B. However this method gives in general an overestimation of ∆F beause W ≥ ∆F , where
the equality holds if and only if the perturbation is innitely slow. In other words the path γ to go
from A to B has to be a reversible one. In many systems, beause of unavoidable experimental and
environmental onstraints, the path γ is not a reversible one, that is the system annot be driven
from A to B in a time muh longer than its relaxation time. This may happen for example in all
the systems where thermal utuations annot be negleted and the external power injeted into
the system is omparable to the thermal energy. In 1997 [1℄ Jarzynski derived an equality whih
relates the free energy dierene of a system in ontat with a heat reservoir to the probability
distribution funtion (pdf) of the work performed on the system to drive it from A to B along any
path γ in the system parameter spae. Speially, when λ is varied from time t = 0 to t = ts,
Jarzynski denes for one realization of the swithing proess from A to B the work performed
on the system as
W =
∫ ts
0
λ˙
∂Hλ[z(t)]
∂λ
dt, (1)
1
where z denotes the phase-spae point of the system and Hλ its λ-parametrized Hamiltonian (see
also [6℄). One an onsider an ensemble of realizations of this swithing proess with initial
onditions all starting in the same initial equilibrium state. Then W may be omputed for eah
trajetory in the ensemble. The Jarzynski equality (JR) states that [1℄
∆F = − 1
β
log〈exp [−βW ]〉, (2)
where 〈·〉 denotes the ensemble average, β−1 = kBT with kB the Boltzmann onstant and T the
temperature. In other words 〈exp [−βWdiss]〉 = 1, sine we an always writeW = ∆F+Wdiss where
Wdiss is the dissipated work. Thus it is easy to see that there must exist some paths γ suh that
W
diss
≤ 0. Moreover, the inequality 〈expx〉 ≥ exp 〈x〉 allows us to reover the seond priniple,
namely 〈W
diss
〉 ≥ 0, i.e. 〈W 〉 ≥ ∆F . From an experimental point of view the JE is quite useful
beause there is no restrition on the hoie of the path γ and it overomes the above mentioned
experimental diulties. Numerous derivations of the JE has been produed [7, 8, 9, 10, 11℄, but it
seems from the reent ritiisms of Cohen and Mauzerall [12℄ that this result is still under debate.
Without willing to enter in this letter into the theoretial debate, we think that it is important
to experimentally hek the JE on a very simple and ontrolled system in order to safely use it
in more omplex ases as the biologial and hemial ones, where it is muh more diult to
verify the results with other methods. For this reason we experimentally probe a model system: a
marosopi mehanial osillator driven out of equilibrium, between two equilibrium states A and
B, by a small external fore. We show that the JE is experimentally aessible and valid, and does
not depend on the osillator's damping, on the driving fore's swithing rate and on its amplitude.
In our experiment we an also hek the Crooks relation (CR) whih is somehow related to the JE
and whih gives useful and omplementary information on the dissipated work. Crooks onsiders
the forward work Wf to drive the system from A to B and the bakward work Wb to drive it from
B to A. If the work pdfs during the forward and bakward proesses are Pf(W ) and Pb(W ), one
has [2, 3℄
Pf(W )
Pb(−W ) = exp (β[W −∆F ]) = exp [βWdiss]. (3)
A simple alulation from Eq. (3) leads to Eq. (2). However, from an experimental point of view
this relation is extremely useful beause one immediately sees that the rossing point of the two
pdfs, that is the point where Pf(W ) = Pb(−W ), is preisely ∆F . Thus one has another mean
to hek the omputed free energy by looking at the pdfs rossing point ∆F×. Let us examine
in some detail the Gaussian ase: P(W ) ∝ exp
(
− [W−〈W 〉]2
2σ2
W
)
leads to ∆F = 〈W 〉 − βσ2W2 , i.e.
〈W
diss
〉 = βσ2W2 > 0. Furthermore, it is easy to see from Eq. (3) that if Pf(W ) and Pb(−W ) are
Gaussian, then ∆F = 〈W 〉f−〈W 〉b2 and βσ
2
W = 〈W 〉f + 〈W 〉b = 2 〈Wdiss〉. Thus in the ase of
Gaussian statistis ∆F and Wdiss an be omputed by using just the mean values and the variane
of the work W .
Before desribing the experiment, we want to disuss several important points. The rst is the
denition of the work given in Eq. (1), whih is not the lassial one. Let us onsider, for example,
that λ is a mehanial torque M applied to a mehanial system Ξ, and −∂Hλ/∂λ the assoiated
angular displaement θ. Then, from Eq. (1), one has
W = −
∫ ts
0
M˙θ dt = −
[
Mθ
]ts
0
−W cl where W cl = −
∫ ts
0
Mθ˙ dt (4)
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Figure 1: (i) Shemati drawing of the osillator; (ii) FDT hek in oil: the irles (◦) orrespond
to the diret measurement of the noise and the dashed urve is
√
〈|θˆ|2〉 omputed by inserting the
measured response funtion in the FDT, Eq. (7)
is the lassial work. Thus W and W cl are related but they are not exatly the same and we
will show that this makes an important dierene in the utuations of these two quantities. The
seond point onerns the ∆F omputed by the JE in the ase of a driven system, omposed by Ξ
plus the external driving. The total free energy dierene is ∆F = ∆F0−Φ where ∆F0 is the free
energy of Ξ and Φ =
[
Mθ
]B
A
the energy dierene of the foring. The JE omputes the ∆F of the
driven system and not that of the system alone whih is ∆F0. This is an important observation in
view of all appliations where an external parameter is added to Ξ in order to measure ∆F0 [5℄.
Finally we point out that, in an isothermal proess, ∆F0 an be easily omputed, without using
the JE and the CR, if W cl is Gaussian distributed with variane σ2
W cl
. Indeed the rossing point
W cl× of the two Gaussian pdfs Pf(W
cl) and Pb(−W cl) is
W cl× =
〈W cl〉f − 〈W cl〉b
2
, (5)
whih by denition is just −∆F0, i.e. W cl× = −∆F0. Furthermore 〈W cl〉f + 〈W cl〉b = −2 〈Wdiss〉
by denition, but in this ase 2 〈Wdiss〉 6= βσ2W cl .
2 Experimental setup
To study the JE and the CR we measure the out-of-equilibrium utuations of a marosopi
mehanial torsion pendulum made of a brass wire, whose damping is given either by the vis-
oelastiity of the torsion wire or by the visosity of a surrounding uid. This system is enlosed
in a ell whih an be lled with a visous uid, whih ats as a heat bath. A brass wire of
length 10 mm, width 0.75 mm, thikness 50 µm, mass 5.91 × 10−3 g, is lamped at both ends,
hene its elasti torsional stiness is C = 7.50× 10−4 Nm rad−1. A small mirror of eetive mass
4.02× 10−2 g, length 2.25 mm, width b1 = 7 mm, thikness a1 = 1.04 mm, is glued in the middle
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Figure 2: Osillator immersed in oil [ase (a)℄: (i) Applied external torque, (ii) Indued angular
displaement, (iii) its psd, (iv) its pdf, (v) Injeted power omputed from the Jarzynski denition
W˙ = −M˙θ, (vi) Injeted power omputed from the standard denition W˙ cl = −Mθ˙
of the wire, see Fig. 1(i), so that the moment of inertia of the wire plus the mirror in vauum
is I = 1.79 × 10−10 kgm2 (whose main ontribution omes from the mirror). Thus the resonant
frequeny of the pendulum in vauum is f0 = 326.25 Hz. When the ell is lled with a visous
uid, the total moment of inertia is Ieff = I+Ifluid, where Ifluid is the extra moment of inertia given
by the uid displaed by the mirror [13℄. Speially, for the oil used in the experiment (whih
is a mineral oil of optial indie n = 1.65, visosity ν = 121.3 mPa s and density ρ = 0.9 ρwater
at T = 21.3 ◦C) the resonant frequeny beomes f0 = 213 Hz. To apply an external torque M
to the torsion pendulum, a small eletri oil onneted to the brass wire is glued in the bak of
the mirror. Two xed magnets on the ell faing eah other with opposite poles generate a stati
magneti eld. We apply a torque by varying a very small urrent J owing through the eletri
oil, hene M ∝ J . The measurement of the angular displaement of the mirror θ is done using a
Nomarski interferometer [14, 15℄ whose noise is about 6.25× 10−12 rad/
√
Hz, whih is two orders
of magnitude smaller than the osillator thermal utuations. A window on the ell allows the
laser beams to go inside and outside. Muh are has been taken in order to isolate the apparatus
from the external mehanial and aousti noise, see [16℄ for details.
The motion of the torsion pendulum an be assimilated to that of a harmoni osillator damped
by the visoelastiity of the torsion wire and the visosity of the surrounding uid, whose motion
equation reads in the temporal domain
Ieff θ¨ +
∫ t
−∞
G(t− t′) θ˙(t′) dt′ + Cθ =M, (6)
where G is the memory kernel. In Fourier spae (in the frequeny range of our interest) this
equation takes the simple form [−Ieff ω2 + Cˆ] θˆ = Mˆ , where ·ˆ denotes the Fourier transform and
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Figure 3: Case a): (i) Pf(W ) and Pb(−W ), (ii) Pf(W cl) and Pf(−W cl); Case ): (iii) Pf(W ) and
Pb(−W ), (iv) Pf(W cl) and Pf(−W cl) (experimental forward and bakward pdfs are represented
by ◦ and  respetively, whereas the ontinuous lines are Gaussian ts)
Cˆ = C + i[C′′1 + ωC
′′
2 ] is the omplex frequeny-dependent elasti stiness of the system. C
′′
1 and
C′′2 are the visoelasti and visous omponents of the damping term. The response funtion of
the system χˆ = θˆ/Mˆ an be measured by applying a torque with a white spetrum. When M = 0,
the amplitude of the thermal vibrations of the osillator is related to its response funtion via
the utuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) [6℄. Therefore, the thermal utuation power spetral
density (psd) of the torsion pendulum reads for positive frequenies
〈|θˆ|2〉 = 4kBT
ω
Im χˆ =
4kBT
ω
C′′1 + ωC
′′
2
[−Ieff ω2 + C]2 + [C′′1 + ω C′′2 ]2
. (7)
We plot in Fig. 1(ii) the measured thermal square root psd of the osillator. The measured noise
spetrum [irles in Fig. 1(ii)℄ is ompared with the one estimated [dotted line in Fig. 1(ii)℄ by
inserting the measured χˆ in the FDT, Eq. (7). The two measurements are in perfet agreement
and obviously the FDT is fully satised beause the system is at equilibrium in the state A where
M = 0 (see below). Although this result is expeted, this test is very useful to show that the
experimental apparatus an measure with a good auray and resolution the thermal noise of the
marosopi pendulum.
5
3 Experimental results
Now we drive the osillator out of equilibrium between two states A (where M = 0) and B
(where M = Mmax = const 6= 0). The path γ may be hanged by modifying the time evolution
of M between A and B. We have hosen either linear ramps with dierent rising times τ , see
Fig. 2(i), or half-sinusoids with half-period τ . In the spei ase of our harmoni osillator,
as the temperature is the same in states A and B, the free energy dierene of the osillator
alone is ∆F0 = ∆U =
[
1
2Cθ
2
]B
A
=
[
M2
2C
]B
A
, whereas ∆F = ∆F0 −
[
M2
C
]B
A
, i.e. for an harmoni
potential ∆F = −∆F0. Let us rst onsider the situation where the ell is lled with oil. The
osillator's relaxation time is τrelax = 23.5 ms. We apply a torque whih is a sequene of linear
inreasing /dereasing ramps and plateaux, as represented in Fig. 2(i). We hose dierent values of
the amplitude of the torque M [11.9, 6.1, 4.2 and 1.2 pNm℄ and of the rising time τ [199.5, 20.2,
65.6, 99.6 ms, respetively℄, as indiated in Table 1 [ases a). . . e)℄. Thus we an probe either the
reversible (or quasi-stati) paths (τ ≫ τrelax) or the irreversible ones (τ . τrelax). We tune the
duration of the plateaux (whih is at least 4 τrelax) so that the system always reahes equilibrium
in the middle of eah of them, whih denes the equilibrium states A and B. We see in Fig. 2(ii),
where the angular displaement θ is plotted as a funtion of time [ase a)℄, that the response of the
osillator to the applied torque is omparable to the thermal noise spetrum. The psd of θ is shown
in Fig. 2(iii). Comparing this measure with the FDT predition obtained in Fig. 1(ii), one observes
that the driver does not aet the thermal noise spetrum whih remains equal to the equilibrium
one. Moreover we plot in Fig. 2(iv) the pdf of the driven displaement θ shown on Fig. 2(ii), whih
is, roughly speaking, the superposition of two Gaussian pdfs. From the measure of M and θ, the
power injeted into the system W˙ an be omputed from the denition given in Eq. (1), that in
this ase is W˙ = −M˙θ. Its time evolution, shown in Fig. 2(v), is quite dierent from that of the
lassial power W˙ cl = −Mθ˙, whose time evolution is plotted on Fig. 2(vi): W˙ is non-zero only
for M˙ 6= 0 and vie-versa W˙ cl 6= 0 only for M 6= 0. From one time series of W˙ we an ompute
from Eq. (1) the forward and the bakward works, Wf and Wb, orresponding to the paths A→ B
and B → A, respetively. We also do the same for the lassial work. We then ompute their
respetive pdfs Pf(W ) and Pb(−W ). These are plotted on Figs. 3(i,iv) where the bullets are the
experimental data and the ontinuous lines their tted Gaussian pdfs. In Figs. 3, the pdfs ofW and
W cl ross in the ase a) at βW ≃ −23.5, and in the ase ) βW ≃ −6.1. These values orrespond
to the ∆F = −M2max2C = −∆F0. We nd that this result is true independently of the ratio τ/τrelax
and of the maximum amplitude of |M |, Mmax. This an be seen on Table 1, where the omputed
∆U =
M2
max
2C is in good agreement with the values obtained by the rossing points of the forward
and bakward pdfs, that is ∆F×+Φ for P(W ) and −∆W cl× for P(W cl). Finally inserting the values
of Wf and Wb in Eq. (2) we diretly ompute ∆Ff and ∆Fb from the JE. As an be seen in Table
1, the values of ∆F0 obtained from the JE, that is either −(∆Ff +Φ) or −(∆Fb+Φ), agree within
experimental errors with the omputed ∆U . Indeed JE works well either in the foreseeable ase
a) where τ ≫ τrelax or in the ritial ase b) where τ . τrelax. The other ase we have studied
is a very pathologial one. Speially, the osillator is in vauum and has a resonant frequeny
f0 = 353 Hz and a relaxation time τrelax = 666.7 ms. We applied a sinusoidal torque whose
amplitude is either 5.9 × 10−12 or 9.4 × 10−12 Nm [ases f) and g) in Table 1, respetively℄. Half
a period of the sinusoid is τ = 49.5 ms, muh smaller than the relaxation time, so that we never
let the system equilibrate. However, we dene the states A and B as the maxima and minima
of the driver. Surprisingly, despite of the pathologial denition of the equilibrium states A and
6
τ/τrelax Mmax −β[∆Ff +Φ] β[∆Fb +Φ] −β[∆F× +Φ] −βW cl× β∆U |β∆F	|
8.5 a) 11.9 23.5 23.1 23.5 23.4 23.8 1.0
0.85 b) 6.1 5.9 5.4 6.0 7.0 6.0 1.0
3.5 ) 6.1 6.1 5.9 6.5 6.1 6.1 0.4
2.8 d) 4.2 2.8 2.6 3.2 2.9 2.7 0.3
4.2 e) 1.2 0.21 0.20 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.04
0.07 f) 5.9 10.3 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.3 0.4
0.07 g) 9.4 67.4 65.5 66.8 66.4 67.5 2.4
Table 1: Free energies of ases a). . . g) dened in the text (the values of Mmax are in pN m).
∆U =
M2
max
2C is the omputed expeted value
B, the pdfs are Gaussian and the JE is satised as indiated in Table 1. Moreover, this happens
independently of Mmax and of the ritial value of the ratio τ/τrelax ≪ 1. Finally, we indiated in
Table 1 the value ∆F	 whih is the free energy omputed from the JE if one onsiders the loop
proess from A to A (the same an be done from B to B and the results are quantitatively the
same). In priniple this value should be zero, but in fat it is not sine we have about 5% error in
the alibration of the torque M .
4 Conlusion
Our results learly demonstrate the validity and the robustness of the JE in an isothermal proess,
at least when the work utuations are Gaussian and when the harmoni approximation is relevant
for the system. The more aurate and reliable ∆F estimator is given by the rossing points ∆F×
andW cl× , beause they are less sensitive to extreme utuations whih may perturb the onvergene
of the JE. We have also shown that, in the ase of Gaussian utuations, W cl× remains an exellent
estimator even in ases where the JE and the CR ould not hold. Unfortunately our results do not
fully throw light on the debate between Cohen, Mauzerall and Jarzynski [12, 17℄ sine the work pdfs
are Gaussian. Reently, Ritort and oworkers have used the JE to estimate ∆F in an experiment
of RNA strething where the osillator's oupling is non-linear and the work utuations are non-
Gaussian [18℄. It would be interesting to hek these results on a more simple and ontrolled
system. We are urrently working on the experimental realization of suh a non-linear oupling,
for whih ∆F 6= −∆F0. Finally we want to stress that our results, although limited to the Gaussian
ase, show that it is possible to measure tiny utuations of work in a marosopi systems. As
onsequene they open a lot of perspetive to use the JE, the CR and the reent theorems on
dissipated work (see for example [19℄) to haraterize the slow relaxation towards equilibrium in
more omplex systems, for example aging materials suh as glasses or gels [20℄.
The authors thank L. Bellon, E.G.D. Cohen, N. Garnier, C. Jarzynski, F. Ritort and L. Rondoni
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ussions, and aknowledge P. Metz, M. Moulin, P.-E. Rohe and F. Vittoz for te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